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Tips for how to make friends in Austria from those who have done it 

This was also the advice of Marjorie, a teacher with a background in 
opera living in Styria. "I had a roommate who was also a teacher and 
she helped me with my German and to meet people here. We are still 
friends after 40 years." 

Make the most of any connections you do make 

It's not only roommates who can be the key to local connections. 
Several other readers shared experiences of an Austrian colleague or 
neighbour who slowly introduced them to local friends, most of them 
saying that while friendships might take longer to form in Austria, 
once you're in, you have close friends for life. 

"Lasting friendships have come through colleagues and introductions 
and local social media" said Carl, a 48-year-old from Australia. 

A retired reader living in Salzburg found friendship in what many 
would call the unlikeliest of places. 

"You will have contact with people in a bank, or insurance firm, or 
authority. If someone there speaks English and you find you get on, 
befriend them if you can as there help will be invaluable as you settle 
in and feel you are floundering. We have become lifelong family 
friends of our insurance lady; she provided amazing support when we 
first wrestled with importing our car, getting OGK health cover, etc," 
he told us. 

Meet other internationals 

Part of the frustrations readers shared stemmed from wanting to 
integrate into Austrian society and get to know locals, as well as 
foreign residents. A large number of the readers who spoke to The 
Local said that the vast majority (in many cases, all) of their friends 
were fellow foreigners. 

"Meet internationals! Meet ups, Internationals events, Facebook 
groups. International people struggle as much as you to make friends 
here so they crave new connections," said a 33-year-old who works 
with content and NGOs. 

Have children 

While we wouldn't necessarily recommend procreating to boost your 
social life, if you do have children, don't underestimate the 
opportunities to expand your connections through parenting circles. 


